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Newsletter For February 1994
Ella Rose Mast.

Hutchinson News: (By Thomas J. Billiteri, St. Petersburg
Times) The Gospels: Was Jesus misquoted?

FOR NEARLY 2,000 YEARS THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
HAS TAUGHT that Jesus spoke certain words which form the
foundation of the Christian faith. Now a group of some 78 Bible

scholars, known as the 'Jesus Seminar' say it ain't so.

After an 8 year study this group says that Jesus never spoke the words on
judging, that he did not teach his disciples 'the LORD'S prayer' or predict
an end of the world (order) or ask God to forgive his tormentors as he
hung on the cross. In fact the conclusion published last month as to The
five Gospels, that of Thomas being added to the Biblical four as to What
did Jesus really say, has stirred the ire of Conservative Christians every
where. These scholars also translated the scriptures into a colloquial
sounding Gospel that avoids sexist language and leaves such words as
Messiah, son and Sabbath uncapitalized.

The results is a portrait of Jesus who does not initiate dialogue or debate,
rarely speaks about himself in the first person and makes no claim to being
the Messiah. They have thus concluded that Jesus DID NOT SAY:

"I AM THE WAY THE TRUTH AND THE LIFE. NO ONE COMES
TO THE FATHER (SPIRIT) EXCEPT THRU ME." HE DID NOT
STILL THE WIND AND THE WAVES, NEVER TAUGHT THE
DISCIPLES THE LORD'S PRAYER.

In fact according to these so called scholars, the Gospel writers were not
only disciples of Jesus but skilled fiction writers who embellished the
words of Jesus with borrowed lore, passages from Greek scripture and
other sources to fit the times and persuade their audiences that Jesus indeed
was the long awaited Messiah.
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Now; what do we have here? Nothing but an attempt to destroy the
Christian faith and set up the religion for the New One World Government
as we have been seeing them work for some time. This is not something
new it is just now out in the in the open, a move to realize their dreams
held these long, long centuries. We have known also for a long time this
plan for this One World religion, so now we will see if they are allowed
to set it in place.

Great Babylon thinks she is riding high, almost ready to be Queen of the
New World Order. We shall see how far this is allowed to go.

This new book from the so called scholars has caused quite a stir in
different places as Christians finally protest that this going to far.

Senator Bob Dole has introduced legislation which would give Congress
greater control over U.S. involvement in the United Nations peacekeeping
operations. This legislation would also prohibit U.S. troops from serving
under foreign command.

Hutchinson News: Attorney General Reno's no. 2 man resigns and bad
'chemistry' between the two is blamed. And now Associate Attorney
General Webster Hubell is under investigation by the Independent counsel
looking into 'Whitewater development'. Reno also announced the
resignation of Lula Rodriquez, her personal scheduler who is under
investigation in an alleged voter fraud in Florida.

The reason for the apparent suicide of Vince Foster remained a mystery
until it was disclosed that Foster died only hours after a search warrant
was issued on the offices of a man named David Hale, who was later
indicted for loan fraud in connection with the scandals which have rocked
the White House. There is mounting evidence that the death of the White
House Lawyer Vince Foster last July may have been linked to his
knowledge and legal representation of the Clintons in one or more of the
deals, especially the S.& L. Association which failed in the 1980's.

Hillary Rodham Clinton has been badly embarrassed by revelation that
her Health care task force was so disorganized that White House lawyers
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do not know if its records can be located, and made public in compliance
with a court order. Critics suspect the documents may reveal that 'special
interest' were involved in drafting the plan and stand to gain by it.

At the same time, the White House was caught off guard by the disclosure
of a 'dirty tricks' memo showing that its National Health care campaign
was attempting to disrupt conservative meetings on Health care around
the country.

Sky and Telescope:

On the crest of Signal Hill in southern Arizona you can then see the Kit
Peak, 35 miles away where the 4 meter telescope now stands. But on
Signal Hill is a prehistoric so called 'Sun watching station'.

Nile Root of Tucson has photographed these designs found on the Rocks
on Signal Hill. There is a large spiral approximately 18" in diameter placed
on the north face of a sloping rock. The concentric curves of the clockwise
rotating spiral are nearly equidistant from each other. The rock face has
a slope of about 58 degrees, near to the co-latitude of the site. Due north
of the spiral about 18' is a slanted rock with a one foot diameter circle
etched on its flat south facing surface. The face has a slope of 32 degrees,
approximately the latitude of the site. A gnomon placed in the centre of
the circle, perpendicular to the surface will point toward the Celestial
equator. The glyph may have served as a sundial, so that at the equinox
the 4 shadow of a gnomon is horizontal and disappears at noon.

Facing the large spiral from about four feet away is a smaller one low to
the ground, the pair face each other at an angle that may be significant.
This spiral's curves are also nearly equidistant but they rotate counter
clockwise.

At the apex of an imagined isosceles triangle with the large spiral and the
possible sundial is a low flat rock with a fairly smooth surface. On this
rock are two circles, each divided into 9 segments with a dot pecked into
l.
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As Mr. Root watched at both summer and autumnal equinox times, he
noticed that at different times of the day that the sun shown or cast shadows
on this display on Signal Hill and he came to the conclusion that these
rock art designs had been placed deliberately by a people who were
watching 'time', 'equinoxes' and in fact were probably great astronomers
and these were their telescopes, sun charts and yes computers. From
history we know that by AD 900 many communities here in Arizona had
farmlands, and for several centuries extensive canal systems and reservoirs
near Signal Hill helped produce a variety of crops.

Human Events:

Clinton's choice for no. 2 spot at the State Department in Strobe Talbott,
a long time friend of 'bill', and is currently ambassador at large to Russia.
He favours an end of U.S. Sovereignty. In 1992 he wrote a 'Time'
magazine article in which he happily forecast that in the next century,
'Nationhood' as we know it will be absolute, all sates will cease to be and
about his fawning attitude toward the Kremlin when Communism was
riding high. Thus Talbot favours end of the U.S. Sovereignty.

Hutchinson News: Sophia Worship

The feminists have a new god she is Sophia the Goddess. A meeting was
held in Minneapolis last November about 2,000 people were present,
nearly all women from 49 states and 27 countries.

The Rev. Jeanne Audrey Powers an executive of the United Methodists
Church Council on Christian unity and inter-religious concerns says this
concept of Sophia is just beginning to be incorporated into the Christian
speech.

A recover of interest in Sophia as a manifestation of Divinity is advocated
by feminist theology. The conference Newsletter said that Wisdom-Sophia
appears thru out the Bible. Their thinking is that Sophia is the Greek word
meaning 'wisdom' and is portrayed by the female pronoun in the Bible.
Some groups historically have personified Sophia invoking her in prayer.
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The feminists are portraying their Sophia worship as the meaning found
in the first nine chapters of Proverbs which talks about 'wisdom' can
remain in the church. As Lesbians and so forth who were at least some of
the speakers at this conference.

The United Methodist News Service said a liturgy at the Minneapolis
conference reads in part: "Our maker Sophia, we are women in your
image with the hot blood of our wombs we give birth to new life. With
nectar between our thighs we invite a lover. We birth a child; with our
warm body fluids we remind the world of its pleasures and sensation. We
celebrate the sweat that pours from us during our labours."

Much protest of this theology by ministers has occurred stating it has no
place in Christian theology. Methodist ministers have called on any
Methodist women associated with this conference to have no further
dealings with this group of feminists.

Now; Wisdom, what does it mean:

Wisdom in proverbs is portrayed as 'Long life is in her right hand, and in
her left hand riches and honour. She is a tree of life to those who lay hold
of her.

These texts also suggest that to get Wisdom you must also find
UNDERSTANDING. The women, Israel gives birth to the Saviour,
YAHWEH as YAHSHUA who comes to fulfil his promise of redemption,
then move forward in his great program of restoration and the restitution
of all things. Thus is our understanding these feminists are now trying to
lure the Christian women down the wrong path into Satanic Worship.
Hopefully if a Christian women were in that Conference and we are led
to believe that they were, hopefully they will see the error of this line of
theology.

Interesting time we are living in isn't it?
Ella Rose Mast

The End
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Contact us for details of
audio tapes and articles

by:-
Dr. Wesley A. Swift

 Rev. Dr. Bertrand Comparet

Rev. William Gale

Captain K. R. McKilliam

Pastor Don Campbell



THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH

CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!

At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE


